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Hi Troops,

Presidents Report November-December 2016

This month we have the Bill Evans Memorial Shoot on the 27th November. It includes a Club Barbecue so we will
need to know in advance if you intend to turn up so we can cater for those attending. SO Please let MEEEEE
know well before the date if you are attending. We will log names so that those who have informed us will be
the only ones fed. My Phone is 0427400930, but do this asap
Xmas Barbie is another thing to put onto your social calendar. Tuesday 13th December at the clubrooms. The
Club is supplying all food from meat to dessert, so it will be a good cheap social evening for club members and
their family. We will start at 6.30 but we need to fit in with the Karate Group who has the hall until 7.30. but as
we will be under the veranda outside, it should not affect them too much. It is a BYO alcoholic drinks if you want
to do that, otherwise the club will supply water and soft drinks.
Not so far away is ‘Australia Day’ on January 26, so if you are interested in displaying, please add this day to your
diary as we need to plan for it. This celebration of our Nation is always a great day, and is also a great PR Day for
our club in an atmosphere that is very relaxed.
There will be no newsletter for December as there is no General Meeting, so you won’t be able to use it as
wrapping for your collectables under the Xmas tree! It will resume in early 2017. This will give our Editor Sue a
break. For those members who will not be attending the Xmas Barbecue then I will take this opportunity to
wish you all ‘Merry Xmas’ and hope the next year is a Great One.
The club has decided to sell our 43 wooden 8 ft. trestles and legs for a measly $35 each. We are offering them to
members first and will offer the remainder to any interested parties. We are doing this as we are not getting any
younger and they are feeling heavier so we will replace them with new plastic ones. Give me a ring on 0427 400
930 if you want some.
The GCCA has become aware of the need to use only Trained Range and Safety Officers at our shoot days. As far
as I know we have only two trained Range Officers in our ranks, meaning if neither of them can make it on the
day we will not be holding a shoot. This is a necessary decision as the Liability factor on our club if in the small
chance something went wrong would be not good. We will also have to get all attendees to sign a waiver form.
Chris Jolme, our Vice-President and Security Organiser at our Annual Show, asked me to pass on the following
message which didn’t make it into the last newsletter: A big thank you to all who assisted at our annual show
with security. Once again everyone did a terrific job over the three days. It was carried out in a very professional
and friendly manner that only enhanced our show. It is essential that we have a capable security presence and
this was done extremely well. Thanks to all.
Chris Jolme took the initiative of informing our members that there was to be a live firing display of a Vickers
Machine Gun at the Castlemaine Rifle Club on 2 Oct and invited any interested members to come along to
experience its operation, and about a dozen GCCA Members did just that and ventured over to witness the
Vickers Machine Gun in operation. Jeff Pannan was kind enough to come to Castlemaine and put on this live
firing display and give an informative talk on its history including specifications, myths, construction and
operation. Those attending learnt a lot about it and were even more amazed at its operation. Noisier than I
expected, we watched as he pumped off a whole 250-round belt through it. Some myths that he quelled was
about why the water container and connecting hose, primarily to condense the steam produced so as not give
away their position, no one silly enough to make a cuppa from the boiling water in the water jacket, and why

they changed the water jacket from fluted to plain round. (Easier to patch if holed). It usually needs a six-man
crew to man, deploy, carry it and its ammunition.
As you would know, this General meeting is our AGM. The existing committee are an extremely talented and
committed committee who gracefully and effectively pool their capabilities to make the club hold its status
amongst the collecting fraternity and responsible for it running effectively BUT although most of them have
indicated they are happy to re-stand, there is always room for new blood SO please consider nominating for a
committee position as the club and the committee would love to see this. It is not a burden but a necessary
function and a great way for all the committee to interact in an informal friendly atmosphere. Nominations
remain open until the beginning of tonight’s meeting to hopefully encourage new blood to nominate.
If any of our members or their partners are not well, we hope your health improves over the festive season.
Stick in there and keep battling…
Again, Leave this with you, In collecting
Gee Pee

We are all familiar with the date - 11 November but few of us would have realised
the significance of the date of 31 October other than to associate it with Halloween.
LEST WE FORGET

Bovington Tank Museum - Their exhibitions tell the story of
armoured warfare from World War One to the present day. As you
explore the Museum's six large halls you come face to face with
vehicles that have seen action in all the major wars of the 20th
Century and hear first-hand accounts from those who fought in
them. As you can imagine, your GCCA Secretary Leighton
Rawlings was highly delighted to be there!
This unique collection of over 300 vehicles is regarded as the
best in the world and includes the world's first ever tank - Little
Willie, the feared German Tiger tank and the modern Challenger 2.
Museum History: the story of the Tank Museum - The training of the new Armies required for battle
in France led the War Office to acquire considerable areas of land from the Moreton Estate in 1914. There
had been a militia training area at Bovington since the Boer war – when the equivalent of today’s Territorial
Army would descend for tented summer camps or weekend training events. At the beginning of WW1, the
camp was used as an infantry recruit and training depot housing up to 12,000 men. After initial trialling
and training at Elveden in Suffolk in October 1916 Bovington was appointed as the new ‘home’ of the Heavy
Branch Machine Gun Corps, the title of the first unit to use tanks. The inhabitants of the neighbouring
village of Wool were annoyed rather than mystified by the melodramatic precautions attending the arrival
of every train load of tanks as they were asked to draw their curtains as the vehicles rumbled by.
The first workshop was housed in a canvas aircraft hangar and complaints by locals caused the firing range
on the north of the camp to be moved down to the coast at Lulworth where it still resides. A branch line was
built from the London and South Western Station at Wool to bring tanks closer to the camp. Many
memoirs of tank soldiers mention arrival at Wool station and the following march or lift to the camp. When
trained, battalions marched back to Wool for trains to Southampton and boats for France they were
accompanied by the band and locals to see them off.
After the Great War, large numbers of World War 1 British tanks were brought to Bovington to be broken
up and sold on for scrap. It was thought there was to be no further need for these peculiar items of war,
designed especially for the unique conditions of the Western Front in a war that was fought to end
wars. Twenty-six specimens, examples of each Mark of current or experimental vehicle, were collected and
moved into a small fenced compound on the heath to the north of the Camp. This was the beginning of the
present museum.
In 1923 Rudyard Kipling, during a visit to
Bovington, expressed disappointment that
so little was being done to preserve these
unique machines. The following year, a
start was made by housing a selection of
them – including Little Willie, the first
experimental tank ever built, and Big Willie,
or Mother as it was more popularly called
within the Tank Corps, the first gun tank –
in an open-sided shed at the Driving and
Maintenance Wing of what was then the
Royal Tank Corps Central Schools.
Despite research with Kipling scholars no
definite confirmation has been found to
substantiate this account of Kipling’s involvement with the establishment of the Museum, but the tale was
being told with certainty early in the sites history so there is also no real reason to doubt the tale. Kipling
was a visitor to the region seeing Thomas Hardy and later T.E. Lawrence on a number of occasions.
During the Inter War years, the collection was enlarged by the addition of various experimental
machines. However, when war was declared, the items from the collection went to the drive for scrap steel.

We may now look back on this episode with horror as many irreplaceable relics, among them Mother, the
experimental electric-driven tank, General Martel’s own home made tank, the Medium ‘C’ and many other
unique machines, went to the furnace. However, in the desperate times early in the war scrap was needed
to build weaponry – and required quickly as invasion was thought to be immanent. The story of the loss of
tanks in France and the desperate need to replace these with new vehicles (and some of the bodges and
improvisations hurriedly made to stem the gap) can be seen in the current Museum vehicle collection.
Fortunately, other vehicles were saved, by being used during the invasion scare of 1940 – the Vickers
Medium and the Independent, for example covered the road from Bovington to Wool, while other Museum
tanks guarded the coast near Lulworth Cove. Certain iconic items were hidden by the then custodians as
being just too important to go in a scrap drive, such as the Graincourt Gun (captured by Tank Corps at
Cambrai) which was buried on the Bovington site and recovered after the war.
Rumours have persisted that a complete WW1 tank was also buried but never recovered – this may be
wishful thinking of the often met ‘buried treasure’ sort - but there are other tanks in the Museum collection
that have been recovered from burial sites.
In 1945, space for some fifty vehicles was again found at the Driving and Maintenance (D&M) School, but
the buildings were not very suitable, so between 1947 and 1952, the present central hangar was taken into
use. Parts of the old arrangement can be seen in the buildings with a Royal Tank Corps Mosaic set in the
floor of the current WW2 hall and plaques set into the wall celebrating the Royal Tank Corps.
A fine collection of Allied and foreign AFVs which had been accumulated during World War 2 for
investigation and experimental purposes was added in 1951, gifted by the then Ministry of Supply. Later
examples of the captured material were gifted back to Germany to assist in the formation of their own tank
museum at Munster. Pathe News recorded the event. The collection remained stable for the next thirty
years, growing slowly until, in 1981, it numbered about one hundred and twenty AFVs in all.
A new phase of expansion came in 1981, with the arrival of George Forty as Curator. Vehicles were
obtained, mainly through exchange, with other museums or as gifts, from all over the world. Work began
on the restoration of vehicles in the collection, and for the very first time, a small conservation workshop
was established in 1984. Prior to this many AFVs had been maintained simply by use of the Army’s
facilities on the camp. This led to many layers of gloss green paint being added to vehicles (often
completely inappropriate to their original paint schemes and usage) and well-meaning but improvised
repairs and restorations.
The level of historical accuracy (and general knowledge) in the vehicle conservation world was still minimal
and in many ways by accident or design the Museum has been involved with many of the burgeoning (and
continuing) issues that faced the growing industrial, social history and transport museum sector. The
Museum as a military museum also had to face additional issues of changing legislation and security
requirements and threats. The Museum was involved in the compilation of the first edition of “Larger and
Working Objects; A Guide to Standards in Their Preservation and Care” and in 1989, the workshop staff
won a Scania/Transport Award for its restoration work. In the winter 1990/1991, a small purpose built
workshop was erected and subsequently the museum’s workshop staff have grown in number and the
involvement of volunteers in this area has been key to its continuing success.
The establishment of a Society of Friends of The Tank Museum gave a focus to those wanting to support the
Museum and those who also wished to be involved in a ‘hands on’ way with the collections. The expertise,
commitment and sheer hard work that volunteers have contributed to the museum over time has helped
not just take the collections forward in terms of care, cataloguing and public engagement but it has also
helped embed the Museum as a catalyst in many people’s lives, to give opportunities to share experiences,
relive past exploits and feel part of a common aim.
The need for new space to house the growing collection led to the erection of the British Steel Hall (an exfactory building placed over a car park) the Tamiya Hall (funded by the founder of the model making
company and a new entrance hall. The popularity of ‘Battle Days’ or Open Days hosted initially by the RAC
camp, showed the attraction of running vehicles to the public. These displays increased in number over

time utilizing the old camp 400m running track in front of the Museum as a circuit. Vehicles were also used
to give rides and this led in turn to the hunt for and acquisition of vehicles suitable for this purpose and not
just as exhibition pieces. In time this led to the development of a running fleet and now the workshop staff
spend the majority of their time on keeping this fleet running for the Tanks in Action Displays and vehicle
rides that run across the holiday periods at the Museum.
Following the Gulf War in 1991, the collection was further increased by captured Iraqi vehicles mainly of
Soviet and Chinese origin. The display of these vehicles has also led to further ties within MOD as over time
the Museums holdings of vehicles have become of use to the MOD and industry.
The redevelopment of two halls of vehicles for the creation of the new Tanks on the Somme display in 1998
brought an immersive experience to the Museum displays for the first time. A walk-through trench system
took the visitor from recruiting in a village hall to training and then a railway station in France full of
casualties. The front line contrasts a British trench and dugout with a German trench and the visitor then
emerges to meet the new vehicle designed to meet the problem of the trench deadlock – a Mark 1 tank
coming over the edge of the trench. The trench display has remained hugely popular with the Museum
audience and will be refreshed before the WW1 anniversaries.
The end of the 1990’s saw the need for an overall Site Development Plan to address the long term issues of
collection care and improved visitor access with better quality displays.
The first phase of the development saw the old wooden huts used for storage of supporting collection
material (anything not a tank or spare parts) demolished and the material temporarily housed on the
camp. A successful bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund, support from the Designation Challenge Fund and the
Regional Development Agency allowed the conversion of some redundant buildings on site and the
establishment of a Supporting Collection Study Centre with storage areas, a darkroom and photographic
studio, a multi-use workroom (used as a classroom for IT training for locals and young offenders) linked
with the reading room of the Archive & Reference Library.
The next phase created the most marked physical change to the site with the successful creation of a new
50,000 sq. ft. display hall and entrance. The new display arrangements were built to target our main
audience, the family group on holiday. The new hall houses an exhibition that tells the story of the tank in
thirty key vehicles with much emphasis on the human element. The project was a major undertaking for
the Museum which remained open throughout the building phase. The costs of the project - £16m - were
met with a £9.6m HLF grant with the balance of the costs being funded by the Museum.
The development also saw the building of a new arena area for the display of vehicles in live
demonstrations. In 2011 these took place at 1.00pm on 56 days across the school holiday periods and rides
on a converted tracked vehicle were available on 137 days. The arena is also used for the annual weekend
Tankfest event which draws up to 10,000 visitors and has displays of historic armour from the collection
running with invited vehicles from other public and private collections and the modern British Army.
The remaining halls are being re-displayed with more in depth
thematic displays including The Battlegroup Afghanistan exhibition,
and in 2014 Warhorse to Horsepower. Below are photos of the

German Tiger Tank and it’s big brother the King Tiger Tank. More photos will appear in future newsletters!

BUNDUKI BOOKS – Your one stop
Firearm Reference & Hunting
Book Store. Over 1500 titles.
Check out their Website for more
details of possible Xmas gifts at
www.bundukibooks.com.au
‘’Receive a 5% discount when
you purchase 3 or more books in
stock’’ OR Contact Roger and
Pauline – Phone: 03) 58655583 or
email:
austoil@bundukibooks.com.au to
source a particular book or topic
for you!

Calendar of Events.
27 Nov

Bill Evans Memorial Shoot at the Shelbourne Quarry Range. Who will win the Shield this year?
Polish up on your firearm related trivia for Greg’s Quiz and then get your eye in for the shooting
segment of the Competition! Barbeque lunch provided. Great day. Be there!

13 Dec

Xmas Barbecue (in lieu on December General Meeting) All Welcome. Club provides food (meat,
bread, salads and sweets) & soft drinks. (BYO alcohol) Great opportunity to catch up with likeminded people in a relaxed social atmosphere.

18 Dec

Collectors Shoot at Shelbourne Quarry Range – to be confirmed or cancelled on night of Xmas
Barbeque (13 Dec.)

10 Jan

January General Meeting – Quarry Hill Community Hall, Hamlet Street at 7.30pm. Theme: Navy
or Air Force related

19 Jan

January Committee Meeting – Committee Dinner will replace the meeting as a gesture of
appreciation from the Club for the input of all Committee Members over the past 12 months.

26 Jan

Australia Day Display at Lake Weeroona with Club Displays and barbecue lunch.

The President and Members of the Committee would like to wish you
all a very Happy Christmas and all the best for 2017. We hope to see
heaps of you at our Xmas Barbeque at the Quarry Hill Hall on 13 Dec.
any time from 6.30pm onward. All food supplied by the Club. Enjoy!

Golden City Collectors Assoc. Inc. of Bendigo
November Committee Meeting held at the home of Vic Lane on 3/11/16
Present: Greg Penna, Leighton Rawlings, Chris Jolme, Tim Fitzgerald, Les Lewis, Phil Brown, Phil Smith, Matt Carra,
Sue Rawlings, Vic Lane & Richard Penna.
Apologies: Sean Patten & Richard Arman. L Rawlings Moved that the apologies are accepted.
2nd. M Carra. Carried.
Minutes of the Previous Meeting: The minutes of the 6th October 2016 Committee Meeting were read.
L Lewis moved that the minutes are accepted as a true record of that meeting. 2nd.V Lane. Carried.
Business Arising:
1. A knapsack spray for fire prevention has been purchased for use at the Range. Tim Fitzgerald suggested we
purchase a Water Extinguisher as well. Vic Lane said he believed he had at least one, possibly two he would
be happy to donate. They would need to be tested. It was also decided to have a bucket of sand on hand at
the Range.
2. Range officer’s Safety Course tailored for the GCCA is complex as everything must be covered. Greg Penna
together with Matt Carra, Phil Smith who has completed a course run by SSAA, Chris Jolme who has
completed an NRA course & Peter Murray who has completed a VAPA Course, will meet to formulate a
course for GCCA interested members.
Correspondence In:
1. Membership application – Peter Zubov, Wheeler’s Hill
2. Bendigo Bank Statement – Investment Account
3. Newsletter – Territory Arms Collector. Sept. 2016
4. Newsletter - Arms and Militaria Collectors NSW. Oct. 2016
5. Newsletter – SSAA Historical Arms & Military Society of Tasmania – Oct. Nov. Dec. 2016
6. Membership application – Scott Baker, Edithvale
7. Bank Statement (Ladies)
8. Membership application – Anthony La Ferlita, Craigieburn.
Correspondence Out: Nil
Moved by M Carra that ‘Correspondence In’ is accepted & ‘Correspondence Out’ endorsed. 2nd. L Lewis. Carried.
Treasurer’s Report: The Treasurer’s Report was tabled by Richard Penna. Details available on request.
It was moved that the Treasurers Report be accepted by M Carra. 2nd. P Brown. Carried.
Membership Report: New members proposed were: Peter Zubov, Wheeler’s Hill. Photos, payment and paperwork
sent. (R Penna to contact Peter for extra paperwork & upon receipt of it will have everything necessary for
acceptance); Scott Wallace Baker, Edithvale who sent all necessary paperwork, payment and photos & Anthony La
Ferlita, Craigieburn, who also sent all necessary paperwork, payment and photos. These three prospective members
have been accepted at Committee level, to be put forward at the general meeting for ratification.
General Business:
1. Phil Brown on whose property the 2 Club Shipping Containers are stored has ordered a new back gate for
the property to make easier access for GCCA members. L Rawlings moved that the GCCA pay for the gates
and their installation. Seconded: T Fitzgerald. Carried.

2. Incident Report Book needs to be at all GCCA Events. Matt Carra has a bound book ready to be used for this
purpose.
3. Les Lewis spoke of the plight of Bernie & Frances Dingle of the Light Horse and Field Artillery Museum in Nar
Goon who have had their museum closed by the Cardinia Council pending its being upgraded from a Health
& Safety aspect. Channel 9 picked up on ‘’this beloved military treasure under threat’’. Les suggested we
find out more detail and how as a Club with similar interests, we could help, perhaps by making a financial
donation towards the work needed to be done which the Dingles cannot afford without assistance. Les to
follow up & the Editor to highlight in the newsletter.
4. Australia Day at Lake Weeroona. The Club to take part again by putting on a Display and having a barbecue
for Club Members to drop in and share. Displayers will be called for at the Nov. Meeting.
5. The December Committee Meeting will be held at the Quarry Hill Hall if needed to tie together plans for the
Xmas barbecue & Australia Day events.
6. January Committee Dinner in lieu of a Jan. Committee Meeting will be held at the One Tree Hill Hotel
(owned by a GCCA member) on 19 Jan. at 6.30pm for a 7pm start.
Meeting Closed: 9.15pm

Rather than take up 4 pages of this newsletter with both the October and November
Committee Reports, it has been decided to print the November report in its entirety as it
is current and only the relevant points of interest from the October Meeting held on 6
Oct. which are:
Business Arising: Annual Show – all signs have had the dates updated in readiness for next year’s show; new table
stencil marking to be organized before the next show; next year’s Lucky Door prize to be purchased from Smiths
Outdoors to the value of approx. $300.00; a First Aid kit has been purchased to be available at all events; possible
trip to Puckapunyal to be discussed at Nov. General Meeting.
Membership Report: New members were proposed and accepted at Committee level, to be put forward for
ratification at the general meeting. They were: Marg and John Warden, Traders Membership and Robbie Hudson of
Heathcote.
General Business: A comprehensive outline of a Range Officer’s course was tabled by Matt Carra for consideration
and fine tuning; provision of knapsack sprays for fire prevention needed at Shelbourne Quarry Range; Sean Patten
commented on the NFA letter on our website; Tim Fitzgerald proposed that we have an Incident Log Book to record
the occurrence of injuries or other incidents that should be recorded. A bound book to show time, place and nature
of the incident.
Members Reports: Tim F. spoke on the Tarnagulla fair; Vic Lane spoke on Roland Martyn’s Auction; it was noted that
the Melbourne Gun Show was on the coming weekend & Chris Jolme reported on the passing of Castlemaine
identity Doug Mills (Tonks Bros.)

New national gun amnesty to be announced - Tammy Mills, Chris Vedelago, Cameron
Houston, Nino Bucci - 13 Sep 2016 (The Sydney Morning Herald)

The federal government is poised to announce a national gun amnesty following an unprecedented
wave of violent firearm-related crime in Melbourne.
State and federal ministers and attorneys-general requested an amnesty be considered by senior
officials in the National Justice and Policing Senior Officials Group last year.
These officials gave a unanimous in-principle support for an amnesty last month.
State ministers must agree to proceed, however, support for an amnesty is strong and it is
understood the timing will be settled before the end of the year.
Victoria's Police Minister Lisa Neville said the state government would support the move.
"We are working with our State, Territory and Commonwealth colleagues on how it will be rolled
out. The Commonwealth is leading this work and the details are still to be settled," Ms Neville said.
This week, a Fairfax Media investigation revealed shootings are now a weekly occurrence in
Melbourne and gun-related crime has doubled since 2011.
There are also more legally owned firearms in the country than before the 1996 Port Arthur
massacre, which sparked the original national amnesty and buyback.
A new amnesty has been backed by prominent children's safety charity, The Alannah and Madeline
Foundation, which was founded in honour of two young sisters, aged six and three, who were
murdered at Port Arthur.
"The Australian community cannot get complacent about this -- for people to feel that it's all done
and fixed," chief executive Lesley Podesta said.
The 1996 scheme led to the voluntary surrender of more than 700,000 firearms.
More than a million new weapons have been legally imported since.
State shadow Police Minister Edward O'Donohue warned a new scheme would not target criminals
who have access to illegal, high-powered weapons.
"Any response from Victoria Police and (state) government should be focused on this cohort, not
lawful gun owners," Mr O'Donohue said. Firearms Safety and Training Council general manager
Gary Bryant agreed.
"Licensed firearm owners and users are not the problem. The problem are criminals and criminals
do not respond to regulatory environment. They don't care about regulations," Mr Bryant said.

Federal Justice Minister Michael Keenan said legislation that doubles the maximum penalties and
provides a mandatory five years’ jail for firearms trafficking will be introduced in parliament this
week.
"The illegal trafficking of firearms is a deadly crime and just one illegal firearm is a huge threat to
the safety of Australians," Mr Keenan said.
The size of the illicit market and how guns get there is a contentious subject.
Some authorities have argued that many guns used in crimes are illicit weapons not turned over in
1996; a source known as the "grey market". Criminologists estimate at least 1500 guns are stolen
from legal owners every year.
A senior law enforcement source says the "diversion" of newly imported weapons, either through
theft or illegal sale, is one of the biggest sources of black-market firearms.
And despite Australia's strict border controls, the smuggling of high-powered military-style firearms
is also a growing problem.
Gun-control advocates have also warned that any amnesty or new regulations must come with a
broad national conversation about why they are being undertaken in order to ensure public
support.
"One of the things we know from the previous buyback is that it was accompanied by an enormous
amount of community education, public information, public debate and bringing people together
within the community around saying 'this is how we want our country to be'. That's critical," Ms
Podesta said.

More than a million new weapons have
been legally imported since the 1996
buyback scheme.

About 4000 guns about to be destroyed
as part of the 1996 buyback

Light Horse and Field Artillery Museum needs our support!
The Light Horse and Field Artillery Museum, located in Nar Nar Goon, Victoria Australia, is dedicated to the
commemoration rather than the celebration of war. They are one of Australia's only working early military
museums and for over 15 years have been improving the experience they give the thousands of people
that have stepped through time as they have explored the museum.
Sadly, now, no-one can step through the door as the Cardinia Council have specified that the Museum
must close until it can meet certain health and safety standards which are more than the owners Bernie
and Frances Dingle can afford.
GCCA Committee Member Les Lewis is very concerned about the plight of this family and brought it to the
attention of fellow Committee members recently. He spoke to Bernie at length and spoke to Janene
Blanchfield-Brown of International Public Relations & Philanthropy who is acting on behalf of Bernie. In an
email to Les, Janine says ‘’Whilst working through the processes required to achieve the reopening of the
museum, most issues can be solved with funding, not only to establish a reopening but to ensure that
there is strong support for the coming years as the collection is documented and catalogued.
This is a collection of national significance and will never be broken up or sold off. It is part of our nations
heritage and with the support of everyday Aussies it will remain secure and continue to honour those who
sacrificed so much. I feel honoured to be able to, in some small way be part of removing the burden of
stress that Bernie and Frances have been facing.’’
I’m sure you would agree, that as a Club who highly values the importance of ‘’preserving our heritage
for future generations’’ and whose members are interested in military memorabilia, we throw our
support behind the Dingle family to make sure this Museum continues to exist.

On 24th October 2016, Jo Hall of 9 News reported on how locals are trying to save this beloved military
treasure under threat. Follow the link below:
http://www.9news.com.au/national/2016/10/24/17/37/beloved-military-treasure-under-threat
On 18 January 2012 when the movie ‘War Horse’ was released, Jenny Pearce published the following article on her
website: http://www.jennypearce.com.au/general/war-horse-a-timely-look-at-the-light-horse-museum-at-nar-nargoon/

War horse – a timely look at The Light Horse Museum at Nar Nar Goon
Bernie & Frances Dingle's Light Horse
Museum at Nar Nar Goon in Victoria,
Australia
Bernie is a tough Aussie bloke, but he was
coughing to disguise his choking emotions
as he told me some of the stories around
the exhibits, that he and his wife Frances
have collected to make up this Light Horse
Museum.

donkeys, mules and other animals in the horror that is war.

The museum itself is an extraordinary
mixture of rare and interesting exhibits,
dramatic visual re-enactments and a
collection of everyday things that
poignantly tell the stories of horses,

I’ve visited the museum several times now, the collection is awesome and have I loved it every time – but
it’s Bernie’s stories that bring the museum even more to life.
… Stories like the one about 2000 Russian cavalry charging a German machine gun post and only 11 riders
making it through. I’m not even going to try to tell you this story the way that Bernie tells it, with the
strange rumbling of the ground puzzling the waiting soldiers and the 2000 horses and riders bursting
through the mist into the mouth of the gun. And I’m not going to spoil it for you by telling you the other
stories here either – Bernie is full of them and you are in for a treat.
This museum is worth driving interstate to see but there it sits, just 1.2 kilometres from the Princes Highway
at Nar Nar Goon, only an hour out of Melbourne city.
If you live in Victoria, you’ve probably driven past this museum numerous times and missed an incredible
opportunity to have history brought to life in what may well be the largest private museum in the country.
Do you know, there is something about the graphic way that we see life these days – graphic television
footage, violent video games – we can’t
help but be at least a bit dulled off to
these everyday horrors. Well folks, you
had better bring a box of tissues with
you to this museum because at some
point in your tour, you are going to
need them.
Frances told me that the key words
about this exhibition are “They had no
choice.”
Left: Bernie's six horse gun carriage was
a feature of Melbourne's Anzac Day
Parades

The six-horse gun carriage that you see in the photo here, is an incredibly difficult combination. Sadly, after
the death of a human member of their team, we won’t see this again – although we are lucky enough to
still have the four-horse gun carriage and horse drawn ambulance in Melbourne’s Anzac Day Parades.
The new movie War Horse and the amazingly realistically moving giant size “puppets” for the stage show of
the same name are a hot topic doing the rounds of horsey people now and they are focusing the world
on the story of horses in war.
I haven’t been able to bring myself to see the movie, yet – I think I’m waiting to watch it at home where I
won’t make a fool of myself or disturb anyone else with my sobbing (I’ve read the book you see, so I know
what I am in for.)
Well, we have our very own “War Horse” right here in our own back yard with Bernie and Frances and their
passion to tell the stories of the horses, donkeys and mules that were involved in man’s insanity of war.
With this museum, they tell a much more in depth story than War Horse can do – from powerful and
tearful poetry to staggering statistics like 1,000,000 horses, donkeys and mules dying in just a few hours –
IN JUST A FEW HOURS – in one horrifying battle at The Somme in World War One.
The museum is sometimes quirky, like the diorama of the deeply spiritual story of the Angels of Mons,
complete with horse and human skeleton and then with some light relief on the other side of the museum
with the figure of Harry Potter lurking slightly off stage and Phar Lap’s saddle in pride of place.
Get a group together and make an afternoon of it. Enjoy a typically old fashioned Aussie afternoon tea in
the “canteen”. And you might want to go visit before I convince Bernie and Frances to increase their prices
from their ridiculously low $10 per person!

Bernie & Frances Dingle with their son Edward

Life Explained
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On the first day, God created the dog and said, "Sit all day by the door of your house
and bark at anyone who comes in or walks past. For this I will give you a life span of
twenty years."
The dog said, "That's a long time to be barking. How about only ten years and I'll give
you back the other ten?"
And God said that it was good.
On the second day, God created the monkey and said, "Entertain people, do tricks,
and make them laugh. For this, I'll give you a twenty-year life span."
The monkey said, "Monkey tricks for twenty years? That's a pretty long time to
perform. How about I give you back ten like the dog did?"
And God again said that it was good.
On the third day, God created the cow and said, "You must go into the field with the
farmer all day long and suffer under the sun, have calves and give milk to support the
farmer's family. For this, I will give you a life span of sixty years."
The cow said, "That's kind of a tough life you want me to live for sixty years. How
about twenty and I'll give back the other forty?"
And God agreed it was good.
On the fourth day, God created humans and said, "Eat, sleep, play, marry and enjoy
your life. For this, I'll give you twenty years."
But the human said, "Only twenty years? Could you possibly give me my twenty, the
forty the cow gave back, the ten the monkey gave back, and the ten the dog gave
back; that makes eighty, okay?"
"Okay," said God, "You asked for it."
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So that is why for our first twenty years, we eat, sleep, play and enjoy ourselves. For
the next forty years, we slave in the sun to support our family. For the next ten years,
we do monkey tricks to entertain the grandchildren. And for the last ten years, we sit
on the front porch and bark at everyone.
Life has now been explained to you. There is no need to thank me for this valuable
information.
If you are looking for me I will be on the front porch.

A short gun story.....
A guy walked into a crowded bar, waving his un-holstered pistol and yelled,
"I have a 45 calibre Colt 1911 with a seven round clip plus one in the chamber and I
want to know who's been sleeping with my wife."
A voice from the back of the room called out, "You need more ammo!”

